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Abstract

We present new broad band optical photometry of two magnetic cataclysmic variable stars, the asynchronous polar BY
Camelopardalis and the short period polar FL Ceti. Observations were obtained at the 2.1-m Otto Struve Telescope of
McDonald Observatory with 3s and 1s integration times respectively. In an attempt to understand the observed complex
changes in accretion flow geometry observed in BY Cam, we performed full 3D MHD simulations assuming a variety
of white dwarf magnetic field structures. We investigate fields with increasing complexity including both aligned and
non-aligned dipole plus quadrupole field components. We compare model predictions with photometry at various phases
of the beat cycle and find that synthetic light curves derived from a multipolar field structure are broadly consistent with
optical photometry. FL Ceti is observed to have two very small accretion regions at the foot-points of the white dwarf’s
magnetic field. Both accretion regions are visible at the same time in the high state and are about 100 degrees apart.
MHD modeling using a dipole plus quadrupole field structure yields quite similar accretion regions as those observed in FL
Ceti. We conclude that accretion flows calculated from MHD modeling of multi-polar magnetic fields produce synthetic
light curves consistent with photometry of these magnetic cataclysmic variables.
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1 Introduction

We report on new observations of magnetic cataclysmic
variable stars (mCVs). Photometric observations of two
mCVs: BY Cam and FL Ceti, were obtained at Mc-
Donald Observatory using the Otto Struve 2.1-m tele-
scope. The data consists of 1 or 3 second exposures and
no dead time. A broad band filter covering the visual
spectrum, BVR, was used in order to obtain the highest
possible time resolution. We describe progress towards
understanding the structure of accretion flows in mCVs,
obtained through the use of full 3D MHD simulations
assuming a variety of magnetic field structures.

2 BY Camelopardalis

BY Cam contains a highly magnetic white dwarf which
rotates slightly (about 1 %) faster than its companion
(donor star) orbits (Mason et al. 1989, 1998; Silber et
al. 1992, 1997). Hence, it is a member of the class of
mCVs known as asynchronous polars or BY Cam stars.

The binary period is 201.3 minutes while the white
dwarf spin period is 199.3 minutes (Mason et al. 1995).

A precise orbital ephemeris was derived by Schwarz
et al. (2005). The vast majority of polars are syn-
chronously locked due to the strong magnetic field of
the white dwarf primary. Despite the fact that BY Cam
has a magnetic field typical of polars, it currently is in
an unlocked state. Mason and Chanmugam (1992) and
Pavlenko et al. (2012) provide evidence for the synchro-
nization of the orbit and spin periods in 1600 and 250
years respectively.

BY Cam is well suited for the study of magnetic
field structure in mCVs because we are able to take
advantage of asynchronous rotation of the white dwarf
with respect to the binary. Synchronized polars, by
definition, only accrete from one azimuthal angle. In
BY Cam, accretion flow occurs at all azimuthal angles
as the field structure moves with respect to the orbital
plane over the course of a 14 day beat cycle (Mason et
al. 1995, 1998), see Figure 1. Other extensive photo-
metric studies of BY Cam were conducted by Andronov
et al. (2008) and Babina et al. (2010).
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Figure 1: BY Cam photometry. Top: B-band from
7 February 2013. Bottom: R-band from 12 February
2013. Cycle to cycle variations are clearly evident.

2.1 BY Cam: MHD modeling

A complex magnetic field model was proposed to ex-
plain optical photometry and polarimetry of BY Cam
by Mason et al. (1998). Full 3D MHD simulations of
flow structure in asynchronous polars were carried out
using the Russian supercomputer facility (Zhilkin et al.
2012).
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Figure 2: Synthetic light curves derived from a non-
aligned dipole plus quadrupole field model at beat phase
0.3 are shown as an example. These light curves resem-
ble some of the observed light curves of BY Cam, see
Figure 1.

Calculations of accretion flow patterns at 10
beat phases were performed. for pure dipole and
dipole plus quadrupole field components of various
dipole/quadrupole field strength ratios. Figures 2 and
3 show synthetic light curves of a BY Cam model at
two beat phases.
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Figure 3: Same as Figure 2, except for beat phase 0.8.
These light curves resemble some of the observed light
curves of BY Cam, see Figure 1.

Figure 4 shows the magnetic induction at the sur-
face of the white dwarf for a misaligned dipole plus
quadrupole magnetic field model, currently the best fit-
ting model for BY Cam. Figure 5 shows the location of
accretion regions for an aligned dipole plus quadrupole
field structure at a particular beat phase.
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Figure 4: The magnetic induction over the surface of
the model white dwarf in BY Cam. Dark areas repre-
sent locations of potential accretion. There are three
regions, two near the magnetic equator and one at the
north magnetic pole. This is a non-aligned dipole plus
quadrupole field model.

Figure 5: An example model of BY Cam with dipole
plus quadrupole components with accretion regions,
just below the magnetic equator (see right panel) and
the magnetic north pole.
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3 FL Ceti

The original optical observations of this synchronized
Polar revealed deep eclipses on a period of 87 min
(Szkody et al. 2002). It has been observed undergo-
ing ∼ 6 mag. eclipses in the high state, with ∼ 1.5
mag. eclipses in the low state. It has been the subject
of numerous additional investigations (Dubkova et al.,
2003; Wiehahn et al. 2004, Woudt et al., 2004, Schmidt
et al., 2005, O’Donoghue et al. 2006). Katysheva and
Shugarov (2012) provide a concise review of past work
and present additional data.

We obtained optical photometry of FL Ceti, during
both high and low states, using the McDonald Obser-
vatory Otto Struve 2.1-m telescope. Fast photometry
allows us to resolve detailed eclipse structure resulting
from the very small accretion regions on the surface of
the white dwarf. Eclipse’s of the accretion spots have
ingress and egress times of 2-3 seconds, indicating a
very small structure. Polars are known for exhibiting
high and low brightness states, corresponding to high
and low accretion rates respectively. In some cases, low
states may be periods of near zero accretion.

Broad-band (BVR) photometry was collected in Au-
gust and September 2011 during which time FL Ceti
was in the high state with two active accretion regions
(see Figure 6). Low state light curves were obtained
on six nights in October 2013. V-band photometry ob-
tained 7 October 2013 is shown in Figure 7. The light is
dominated by the white dwarf at a relatively constant
brightness. The low amplitude variability in the out of
eclipse light curve may be due to ellipsoidal variations
of the secondary. That is, the visible surface area of the
non-spherical donor star changes over the course of the
orbital period. During the eclipse the back side of the
secondary provides the only contribution to the light
during both high and low states.

Figure 6: Broad-band (BVR) photometry obtained
during a high accretion state of FL Ceti. Outside of
eclipse the light curve is dominated by cyclotron emis-
sion. During the eclipse the back side of the secondary
and the disappearance of the accretion stream provide
the only contribution to the optical light.

In order to compare the high and low states a close
up view of eclipses of the white dwarf by the secondary
star are shown in Figure 8, for the high state (top) and
the low state (bottom). The high state eclipse involves
two sharp drops during ingress and a stand still in be-
tween. The egress is symmetric about mid-eclipse of
the two spots. This is interpreted as the eclipse of two
small accretion spots on the surface of the white dwarf
(O’Donoghue, et al. 2006). One spot is eclipsed for a
somewhat longer period of time than the other. Low
state flux is flat during the deep eclipse while the high
state light curve shows a gradual decline. An expla-
nation for the gradual fading during eclipse has been
given by O’Donoghue et al., (2006), that light from the
accretion stream is being gradually blocked during the
eclipse.

Figure 7: V-band photometry obtained during a low
accretion state of FL Ceti.

Figure 8: Eclipses of the white dwarf by the secondary
star are shown for the high state (top - red points) and
low state (bottom - blue points). The orbital phase is
shown, with phase 0 being the time of mid-eclipse.

3.1 FL Ceti: MHD modeling

As described in the previous section, Zhilkin et al.
(2012) performed calculations of MHD accretion flow
in an asynchronous polar at 10 beat phases. The same
calculations are used to model the field structure syn-
chronous polars. Conveniently, FL Ceti has a measured
magnetic field strength very similar to BY Cam. A first
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attempt at an accretion flow model resembling FL Ceti
is shown in Figure 9. In this case, for MHD calculations,
a strong quadrupole field component is assumed to be
aligned with a dipole component. The donor star is at
the right edge of the image and the stream phasing is
similar to the pre eclipse dip observed in the light curve
of FL Ceti. Plasma flows onto two small regions located
about 100 degrees apart on the surface of the white
dwarf. Similar features occur for calculations involv-
ing non-aligned dipole plus quadrupole magnetic field
components.

Figure 9: Model accretion flow in FL Ceti. The mag-
netic field structure is calculated for a centered dipole
plus strong quadrupole, where the component axes are
aligned. The donor star is off the far right edge on the
horizontal axis. The densest part of the flow is shown in
brown. Accretion stream phasing is consistent with the
observed pattern in FL Ceti, specifically the pre-eclipse
dip and the existence of magnetic poles separated by ∼
100 degrees. In the model, one spot is at the magnetic
north pole while the other is near the intersection of the
magnetic equator and the orbital plane. Similar flow
patterns result for misaligned dipole and quadrupole
components as well.

4 Conclusions

It is clear that pure dipolar fields are inconsistent with
observations of both BY Cam and FL Ceti. By model-
ing accretion flows in these binaries with higher order
complex fields we are able to explain the evolution of
the light curves of BY Cam and the location of accre-
tion spots in FL Ceti. Actual fields may consist of many
multipolar components. However, simple assumptions
about complex field components yield results that are
quite consistent with observations.
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DISCUSSION

PAULA SZKODY: How do the new light curves of
BY Cam compare to those obtained in the past, by you
and Silber et al.?

PAUL MASON: The new light curves resemble the
light curves from 25 years ago. However, it should be
noted that recently E. Pavlenko and co-workers suggest
that BY Cam is in the process of synchronizing in about
250 years, a lot faster than the 1600 years estimated by
Mason and Chanmugam (1992).
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